Fabiola Fernandez
2 weeks ago

Ms. June Smith is a wonderful person, very knowledgeable and helpful. I will use her in the
future for any real estate transactions.

Joy Zielinski
2 weeks ago

June has been a real help to us in selling our property in Santa Rosa Beach. She shared her
knowledge on real estate for the area and guided us through the process she felt would work
best. She went forward after listening to our concerns and listed our property. Our closing was
on schedule and went smoothly even living out of state. Thank you, June, for all your help and
support.

Carolyn Sussman
16 weeks ago

Five stars for June Smith! She helped us navigate some unanticipated twists and turns in the
purchase of our new Sandpiper Cove Beach Condo! June's wealth of experience, knowledge,
attention to detail, and resources gets full credit for our successful outcome! My husband Eric
and I recommend June Smith very highly! It's a privilege to work with The Best! 😎🏖️🌴
Sincerely, Carolyn Sussman

Scott McCrary
Mar 3, 2020

We got excellent results from employing June Smith to help us sell two vacant lots near Santa Rosa
Beach. The Quest realty fees were more reasonable than competitors, she gave good advice on an
appropriate market price, and was prompt in getting the MLS listing going. We were able to sell far
more quickly than we had hoped, and the sales negotiations and closing were very professional. We

really appreciated avoiding a 16-hour round trip to list, and another to close, on the transaction. June
stood out from other several other potential agents because she gave immediate and continuing
personal attention to our relatively small transaction. We could not be more pleased.

Lawana Hamilton
Jan 14, 2020

We were new to the area and June Smith was so very helpful in the search and purchase of our
home. She went above and beyond on every detail. We not only met a great Realtor but gained a
friend!

David Renna
Aug 27, 2019

June Smith is one of the most knowledgeable and helpful Realtors I have ever had the pleasure of
working with. She was very thorough and detailed in every aspect of the sale of my house. She was
kind, considerate, and always on time. My home sold within two weeks because of June Smith. Her
knowledge and professionalism can't be matched when looking for your next realtor. If there's
someone you can trust with one of the biggest decisions in your life, it's June.

Lien Geerts
Jul 4, 2018

I cannot recommend June Smith highly enough!! We have been blessed as sellers to have her
represent us during a very difficult selling process. June was very proficient in dealing with the
buyer’s agent, loan officer and title company after buyers deal turned south and it looked like we
were unable to close. She is a problem solver, works hard, is always available by phone or text, never
pushy, and knows the laws in and out. When she does not know an answer to a question, she will
find out and share with you right away. I appreciated her dealing with us in a professional and ethical
manner. We decided to move from Fl to VA before our house was on the market, and much work still
needed to be done. I left her several signed checks with which she paid the contractors after letting
us know when the work was completed and if it was done satisfactory. June was great in
communicating with our Estate Sales contractor, and even dealt with repairmen and an insurance
inspector after we had a lower floor water leak!! It was impossible for us to deal with all this while
being far away and June handled all this with a smile!! I highly recommend June Smith to anyone in
need of a True real estate professional to handle the sale of their home.
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